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1. Introduction
Certain interrogative pro-word types have been considered rare or even nonexistent (e.g., Katz & Postal
1964: 99; Weinrich 1963: 122; Ultan 1978; Donegan & Stampe 1983: 339; Zaefferer 1990: 227; Gil
2001; Hagège 2003). For instance, Katz & Postal (1964: 98) claim, in a rather a priori manner, that
“…the range of constituents that can be ‘questioned’ is actually quite small and, with one possible
exception, is restricted to Noun Phrase and probably to the Determiner constituent of NP”. This excludes
the possibility of interrogative pro-verbs, as illustrated in (1), and must therefore be rejected.
(1)
Chukchi (Chukotko-Kamchatkan; http://privatewww.essex.ac.uk/~spena/Chukchee/chapter4.html)
igirqej
g´-nin
ek´k?
req-´rk´n-´m
do.what?-PROGRESSIVE-EMPHASIS right.now 2SG-POSSESSIVE son.ABSOLUTIVE
‘What is your son doing right now?’
Gil (2001) suggests that “question words can ‘ask about’ items belonging to major (or open) syntactic
categories, but not minor (or closed) ones”. This will allow for interrogative pro-verbs, but this is not very
good either, for it fails to account for the fact that interrogative pro-verbs are a rare phenomenon. As to
their rarity, Hagège (2003) advocates a principle of linguistic economy: “it is much more economical to
split the questions into an interrogative word ‘who?’ or ‘what?’ + one of the two verbs with a generic
meaning, i.e. ‘be’ and ‘do’”. This cannot be a full answer either. Why would a two word construction be
more economical than a one word construction? And even if it is, language is as much prone to
redundancy as to economy.
This paper aims to elucidate further the issue of the rarity of interrogative pro-verbs (section 3),
against the background of a more general hypothesis on what constitutes a possible interrogative proword (section 2).

2. A possible interrogative pro-word
The general hypothesis contains two ingredients:
(i) a statement on the generality of the presupposition going with constituent questions,
(ii) a claim on the relevance of the endocentric vs. exocentric distinction.

2.1. Constituent questions & presupposition
All theories on constituent questions make room for the idea that a constituent question is based on a
presupposition with a variable. In (2) the presupposition says that John saw somebody, and the variable is
the ‘somebody’ whose identity the hearer is invited to disclose.
(2)
Who did John see?
As the example of an interrogative pro-verb illustrated in (1) with Chukchi shows, it is important to allow
the predicate of the constituent question as a possible variable. In order to account for this, we propose the
definition in (3).
(3)
A constituent question is a question that asks for an instantiation of the variable x in an It is known
that (possibly) HAPPEN/EXIST (… x …) structure. The structure is the presupposition that the
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situation under interrogation (possibly) exists, existed or will exist. The variable x constitutes the
focus of the constituent question and of its possible answer, and it is formally expressed by an
interrogative pro-word.
The element possibly appears in the presupposition of examples like (4). Its presence is necessary there,
because of the “weak” existential nature of such a presupposition as compared to “stronger” existential
presuppositions of examples like (5).
(4)
Who can solve this problem?
(5)
Who has bitten into the apple?
In (5) there is a clear existential presupposition that there is somebody who has bitten into the apple,
whereas (4) only supposes that there possibly is somebody who can solve the problem and whose identity
the hearer is invited to disclose provided, of course, the latter knows such a person. If even such a
possibility were not supposed, that is if the presupposition had an It is known that it is not possible that
HAPPEN/EXIST (… x …) structure, we would rather deal with a rhetorical question as in (6). Being rather a
matter of pragmatics than semantics, rhetorical questions are not considered in this paper.
(6)
Who can solve this problem?! [It is simply impossible!]
It is also worth mentioning that a presupposition can sometimes turn out to be false. This can be
illustrated by the fact that questions (2), (4) and under certain conditions even (5)2 can all be answered by
nobody.

2.2. Endocentric vs. exocentric distinction
If we want to find out what categories of interrogative pro-words can exist in the languages of the world,
we should first determine which elements can potentially be variables that value that of the HAPPEN/EXIST
(…) predicate can depend on. Clearly, these are first of all phrasal categories and only indirectly terminal
categories. In other words, every phrasal level element can potentially be an argument of the
HAPPEN/EXIST (…) predicate. Hence, an interrogative pro-element for any phrase level element can
theoretically exist: interrogative pro-noun phrase, interrogative pro-verb phrase, interrogative proadjective phrase, interrogative pro-adverb phrase, interrogative pro-numeral phrase, interrogative proadposition phrase, interrogative pro-complementizer phrase, etc.
However, in the lexicon we are not dealing with phrases, but with words which correspond to terminal
categories in syntax. Therefore, in order to find out which interrogative pro-words can exist, a good use
can be made here of a distinction between endocentric and exocentric constructions. Only endocentric
constructions can be reduced to their heads, that is to the terminal categories that we are looking for,
without being simply elliptical (cf., among others, Hartman & Stork 1972: 76, Crystal 1985: 109).3 Thus,
it can be argued that interrogative pro-words can be of endocentric phrase creating categories only – in
the traditional sense of ‘endocentricity’. Some examples are given in (7). The endocentricity parameter
turns out to be somewhat difficult to apply to verb phrases in a straightforward way. Therefore,
interrogative pro-verbs will be considered separately in section 3.
ADVERB category is endocentric phrasal
(7)
a. Where do you live?
ADJECTIVE/ DEICTIC ATTRIBUTE category is endocentric phrasal
b. In what town do you live?
c. In what do you live?
NOUN category is endocentric phrasal
d. *WH-ADPOSITION a town do you live?
ADPOSITION category is exocentric phrasal
Example (7b) needs some explanation because many people would say that what is a determiner there.
First, what as found in (7b) can, at least in some contexts, be considered as an interrogative pro-adjective
because it can be synonymous to what kind of? and the expected answer will then be something like (8).
(8)
I live in a BIG town.
Second, a more natural interpretation of what in (7b) will however be to consider it as an adnominal
deictic attribute. In what follows we will try to explain why the latter term is preferred to a more usual
term of determiner.
Normally, under the label of determiner such different categories are subsumed as articles, adnominal
demonstrative attributes, most adnominal indefinite attributes and possessives. There has been a certain
trend in linguistics to consider determiners as the heads in the phrases [determiner + noun]. On the other
2
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hand, a more traditional analysis of determiners is to treat them as dependents.4 This traditional analysis
seems to us to be much more appropriate. In addition, it should be pointed out that according to Dryer
(1992) the category of determiner is far from universal and, it should be added, far from homogeneous.
As we see it, what are normally called “determiners” are better regarded as at least two different
categories: articles and adnominal deictic attributes (specifiers). The latter category includes (at least in
English) adnominal demonstrative attributes, most adnominal indefinite attributes and possessives.
Adnominal deictic attributes (specifiers) constitute a phrase creating category, whereas articles do not.
This is illustrated in (9). Consequently, only interrogative pro-adnominal deictic attributes are possible,
but no interrogative pro-articles.
(9)
[exactly this] apple, [exactly my] apple but not *[exactly the] apple5
Moreover, in many languages articles and other so-called determiners can even cooccur. This is
illustrated by example (10) from Italian.
(10) la mia mamma ‘(*the) my mommy’
There is another point worth mentioning here. Many languages show a strong preference for treating
all possible kinds of their interrogative pro-adnominal attributes in one and the same way as to the
categorial characterization of these elements. This becomes most clear in the case of languages with a rich
morphology. For instance, in Russian all interrogative pro-adnominal attributes, such as kakoj ‘what,
what kind of; which’, kotoryj ‘which (one)’, chej ‘whose’, are morphologically adjectives. As far as
English is concerned, its interrogative pro-adnominal attributes, such as what, whose and which, seem to
be all treated in the same way as the interrogative pro-word which. The latter is best considered as
interrogative pro-adnominal deictic attribute and not as “interrogative determiner” as is normally done.
This is especially true if we speak in terms of interrogative pro-forms and not just in terms of
interrogative words. Consider (11), where the most natural answer will be (a) or possibly (b), less so (c)
and least of all (d).6
(11) – Which apple?
(a) – This/ that apple.
(b) – His/ my apple.
(c) – Some apple.
(d) – ??The apple.
As is shown in (12), neither which, nor what, nor whose can normally cooccur with an article, a
possessive, an adnominal demonstrative attribute, or an adnominal indefinite attribute. The word exactly
is also used in (12) in order to further highlight combinatorial differences of the elements at issue.
(12) (*the) what/ whose/ which (*his/ *some) house (exactly)?
(a) – (*the/ *a/ exactly) this (*his/ *some) house (exactly)
(b) – a (??exactly) nice house (*exactly)
(c) – (exactly/ the) John’s house (*exactly)
All the facts just presented clearly show that what in (7b) is best considered as interrogative proadnominal deictic attribute and not as interrogative determiner. Moreover, the same holds true for such
interrogative pro-words as which and whose.

3. Interrogative pro-verbs
3.1. Interrogative pro-predicates: interrogative pro-verbs vs. interrogative pro“non-verbal predicates”
Interrogative pro-verbs, as illustrated in (1) are a rare phenomenon. However, based on a scrutiny of a
more or less representative sample of some three hundred fifty languages,7 it is clear that some types of
4
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what grammars call “interrogative verbs” are more frequent than others. The reason is that the sources
consulted often use such label as “interrogative verbs” for elements that are best described as
interrogative pro-“non-verbal predicates” (i.e. “nominal predicates”, “adjectival predicates”, etc.). An
example of such an element is given in (13).
(13) Tuvaluan (Eastern Malayo-Polynesian; Besnier 2000: 425)
Ne
aa
taulua olooga
ki motu?
NONPAST what your go+NOMINALIZER
to islet
‘How did your trip to the islets go?’ (lit.: ‘What (was) your going to the islets’).
Interrogative pro-“non-verbal predicates” and interrogative pro-verbs can be unified in a superordinate
category of interrogative pro-predicates.
As our sample has shown, interrogative pro-“non-verbal predicates” are more frequent than
interrogative pro-verbs. In languages that do not use copulas they would seem to be completely normal
even. It is interesting to note that there are even languages in which all or almost all interrogative prowords regularly function as interrogative pro-“non-verbal predicates”. One such case is represented by
Salishan languages, spoken on the coast of British Columbia, Canada, and in the adjacent region of the
USA. According to Kroeber (1999: 247), “wh-questions in Salish generally take the form of clefts … in
which the wh-word evidently is not in a complementizerlike position, but rather is the predicate of the
higher clause of a biclausal construction”; “the wh-word is the focus, and is followed by a relative clause
introduced by an article” (Kroeber 1999: 262).
(14) Thompson (Salishan; Kroeber 1999: 263)
swét k=wík-t-xw
who ARTICLE=see-TRANSITIVE-2SG.TRANSITIVE.SUBJECT
‘Who did you see?’

3.2. Interrogative pro-verbs: types and frequency
It can be argued that the difference in frequency between the interrogative pro-“non-verbal predicates”
and interrogative pro-verbs also hangs together with the centricity parameter. On the one hand, nonverbal predicates in a language without copulas are typically intransitive and therefore endocentric.
Consequently, an interrogative pro-“non-verbal predicate” would be very natural in such a language. On
the other hand, an ordinary VP can be either endocentric or exocentric, depending on whether the verb is
intransitive or transitive, respectively. How can one then question a VP?
The first possibility is to construe the VP as an argument of a general non-interrogative verb (such as
do), as in English.
(15) a. – What did he do?
b. – He swam/ He killed a bird.
A construction based on a general non-interrogative verb such as do + complement what can represent
both an endocentric phrase and an exocentric phrase because the interrogative pro-noun what is
categorized as endocentric phrase creating. This can be compared to the interrogative pro-adverb where
that is also categorized as endocentric phrase creating and that can stand for both an endocentric there,
which is an adverb as well, and an exocentric in London, which is an adposition phrase. The verb do in
turn serves to indicate that the information asked about is a process or action and that it is expected to be
coded by a verb. In other words, the use of the do + what construction successfully clears up the VP
centricity dilemma via a “division of labour”.
The second possibility is to create a single interrogative pro-verb inviting the hearer to identify the
process, as illustrated in (16). In this case, however, we get a rather weird situation where a construal that
categorizes as endocentric phrase creating is expanded to stand for exocentric phrases of one and the
same category and consequently to categorize as exocentric phrase creating at the same time.
(16) Kayardild (a Tangkic language of Australia; Evans 1995: 371)
nyingka
ngaaka-wath?
2SG.NOMINATIVE what-INCHOATIVE
‘What are you doing?’
The third option is to use two interrogative pro-verbs, one intransitive ‘do what?’ and the other one
transitive ‘do what to [sth/sb]?’, as in Paamese.
be noted that the Ethnologue uses the label of language family not only for families in the traditional sense but also for linguistic
phyla such as Niger-Congo and even Australian languages.

(17)

Paamese (Austronesian, Eastern Malayo-Polynesian; Crowley 1982: 159)
a. raise gosaa?
rice do.what:3SG:REALIS
‘How is it going with the rice?’ (lit.: ‘What is the rice doing?’)
b. ko-gosein tuu-mali?
2SG-do.what.to:REALIS brother-2SG:MASCULINE
‘What have you done to your brother?’
At first sight, the existence of transitive interrogative pro-verbs seems to contradict the centricity
criterion, because these interrogative pro-verbs are categorized as exocentric phrase creating. This
apparent controversy can be explained as follows.
First, it is important to notice that the intransitive interrogative pro-verb in this type can still be
answered by both an answer like He swam and an answer like He killed a bird, the transitive interrogative
pro-verb being nothing but a regular (applicative) extension of the intransitive one. The attested transitive
interrogative pro-verbs always happen to be morphologically related to their intransitive counterparts and
are never found as the only interrogative pro-verbs in a given language. Some regular transitivizing
morphology seems to be indispensable for a language to be able to acquire a transitive interrogative proverb.8 In other words, a transitive interrogative pro-verb is nothing but a luxury a language can perfectly
do without. In the same way, many languages are happy with expressing their recipients, benefactors or
goals with just an adpositional phrase in combination with a simple intransitive verb, whereas others can
afford a special applicative affix as well.
Second, if one conciders the centricity from a semantic perspective, a transitive interrogative pro-verb
seems to be somewhat more acceptable or tolerable than, for instance, an interrogative pro-adposition.9
The reason is that a transitive verb is as a head semantically much more prominent and to a certain extent
independent as compared to an adposition.10 As a result, the complement of a transitive verb can be
considered as being modifierlike and, consequently, the whole verb phrase as being semantically rather
endocentriclike. In order to demonstrate this, let us compare an adposition phrase like (John lives) in
London and a verb phrase like (They) eat apples. As to the adposition phrase at issue, strictly speaking we
cannot say whether the whole concept is about in or about London. Neither of them can be really
interpreted as a hyponym to which the whole construction refers (in terms of Hudson 1990: 106), in the
sense of good friends being a kind of subtype of friends. On the other hand, the verb phrase eat apples
refers rather to a subtype of eating, just as good friends are a subtype of friends. This is also the reason
why an intransitive interrogative pro-verb can be answered both by an answer like He swam and an
answer like He killed a bird.
As far as the cross-linguistic frequency of the three options is concerned, the three strategies can be
arranged as follows (in brackets approximate percentages based on our sample are given for each
strategy):
I. a general non-interrogative verb such as do + complement what (≈ 90%)
II. a single intransitive interrogative pro-verb ‘do what?’ (≈ 7,5%)
III. both an intransitive interrogative pro-verb ‘do what?’ and a transitive interrogative pro-verb ‘do
what to [sth/sb]?’ (≈ 2,5%)
Two other theoretically possible options should also be mentioned. The first one would be to create an
intransitive interrogative pro-verb for intransitive situations only (an answer like He swam) and use
Strategy I for transitive and intransitive situations. The other option would be to create only a transitive
interrogative pro-verb and use Strategy I for intransitive and transitive situations. However, even though
the centricity criterion does not rule out these options completely, it makes such languages extremely
improbable, and, indeed, no such strategy has been reported yet. Why should this be so?
For a start, think about the following. Even if we simply consider these two combinations – Strategy I
plus an intransitive interrogative pro-verb for intransitive situations only and Strategy I plus a transitive
interrogative pro-verb for transitive situations only – as to their internal coherence, we will immediately
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notice that they are both very redundant. Strategy I alone is absolutely sufficient, because it allows with
equal ease for both an intransitive verb phrase as an answer and a transitive verb phrase as an answer.
In addition, the fact that such languages are highly improbable actually follows rather
straightforwardly from what has just been said when explaining, first, why transitive interrogative proverbs happen to exist at all and, second, why an intransitive interrogative pro-verb can be answered by
both an answer like He swam and an answer like He killed a bird.
Let us consider first the option using Strategy I plus a transitive interrogative pro-verb only. Being
categorized as exocentric phrase creating, a transitive interrogative pro-verb already represents a certain
violation of the centricity principle. Any violation of a general principle is naturally expected to be
possible only provided some extra factors come into action. In other words, a transitive interrogative proverb seems to be able to appear in a language only provided some regular transitivizing morphology is
available and a comparable endocentric lexeme (i.e. an intransitive interrogative pro-verb) already exists
in the language. This is so, because of the “first things first” logic: if a language happens to have an
interrogative pro-verb at all, than according to the centricity principle a language is naturally expected to
first have an interrogative pro-verb which is endocentric phrase creating, that is an intransitive
interrogative pro-verb. Even though this endocentric phrase creating verb can be answered both by an
answer like He swam and an answer like He killed a bird, what matters is that the interrogative pro-verb
itself is endocentric phrase creating. Only when such a compromise with the centricity principle is agreed
upon, only then, provided some regular transitivizing morphology is available, a further deviation from
the centricity principle can be made and a transitive interrogative pro-verb can come to existence.
As to the option using Strategy I plus an intransitive interrogative pro-verb for intransitive situations
only (an answer like He swam), we have shown above that an intransitive interrogative pro-verb can as a
rule be answered both by an answer like He swam and an answer like He killed a bird and we have also
tried to explain why this should normally be the case. This implies that the option at issue is highly
improbable. On the other hand, what we do have a good chance to find is the following. When an
intransitive interrogative pro-verb appears in a given language, this language can still go on using the do
+ what construction as well. In other words, in one and the same language we will find Strategy I (i.e.,
the do + what construction) and an intransitive interrogative pro-verb which allows for both an
intransitive verb phrase as an answer and a transitive verb phrase as an answer.
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